Chadron State College and the Art Department present the Gallery Series for 2010-11, “Open Space.” Artists from across the country as well as our own emerging student artists are featured in two exhibit spaces, the Main Gallery and Gallery 239. The galleries, along with the Art Department, are located in the renovated Memorial Hall on the scenic Chadron State College campus along with the Theatre and Music Departments. Students and visitors alike enjoy a “whole-arts” experience that includes plays, concerts, and art exhibits. This cultural center enriches life in the Western High Plains region by providing educational opportunities, research, service, and visual and performing arts programs that contribute to the vitality and diversity of the region. Our full exhibit schedule offers students and visitors new engagement with the visual arts.

This academic year is special as the college celebrates its 100th anniversary. In honor of the college founding in 1911 and the Art Department's rich history, this year’s Gallery Series includes exhibits by CSC Art Department Alumni as well as faculty from past and present.

Come and see what thought-provoking ideas and visual delights we’ve filled our open spaces with here at Chadron State College.  www.csc.edu/vpa/art
**Fall 2010**

**August 23 – September 17**
Main Gallery
“Messaging: Text and Visual Art”
Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery statewide traveling exhibit - Prints, photographs, and multi-media that explores the function of “messaging” and the use of text in art. Includes work by Marcel Duchamp, Barbara Kruger, Walter Robinson, and Carrie Mae Weems.*

*Gallery 239
Russ Finch
Alliance, Nebraska photographer documents colorful scenes of the region.*

**September 22 – October 15**
Main Gallery
Shane Haley
Stark and graphic drawings of tree like forms concerned with line, pattern, structure and texture by UNL MFA grad.*

*Gallery 239
Mille Guldbeck
Denmark native and Bowling Green State University art professor with international exhibit record uses the structural systems of nature to order the surface of paintings.*

**October 22 – November 19**
Main Gallery
CSC Alumni Group Show
A variety of work by past graduates of the CSC Art Department in honor of the CSC Centennial.

*Gallery 239
CSC Alumni Group Show
A variety of work by past graduates of the CSC Art Department in honor of the CSC Centennial.

**November 29 – December 10**
Main Gallery
Senior Thesis
Student Art Show
Mixed media exhibit of graduating CSC art students.

*Gallery 239
Advanced Art Studio Show
Mixed media exhibit of advanced work and further exploration from students in ART 430, Advanced Art Studio class.

**Spring 2011**

**January 10 – January 28**
Main Gallery
Marilyn Nelson
Serigraph prints of U.S. naval signal flags and the narrative photographs of Navy and family memories by U. of Arkansas professor/U. of Colorado graduate.*

*Gallery 239
Robert Tomlinson
Haunting, hand-altered photographs concerned with the immediacy and layering of drawing and painting.*

**February 2 – February 25**
Main Gallery
Paul Morris/Lili Francuz
Ceramicist and paper artist from Ft. Collins, Colorado, create a play between voluminous 3D shapes and the layering of found paper with text.*

*Gallery 239
Jill Ann Cook
Painted prints of nomadic figures shifting through indistinct white space by Rhode Island College artist.*

**March 2 – March 25**
Main Gallery
CSC Faculty Show - Then and Now
A show of artwork by current CSC Art Faculty as well as some from the past.

*Gallery 239
Paho Mann
Photographic investigation of the objects we own and consume by U. of North Texas art professor.*

**April 18 – April 29**
Main Gallery
All Student Juried Art Show
Mixed media exhibit of CSC students.

*Gallery 239
Advanced Art Studio Show
Mixed media exhibit of advanced work and further exploration from students in ART 430, Advanced Art Studio class.